Perspectives Collection

Sunbrella®
Perspectives Collection
The Perspectives collection merges real nostalgia with
modern sensibilities, inviting one to escape through
the mementos with which they surround themselves.
This collection tells a story through the use of new
textures and constructions, novelty yarns and brightly
colored, bold designs paired with muted, nuanced
patterns inspired by memorable experiences and places.
Each motif in the Perspectives collection comes to
life through the lens of dimensional texture, carefully
considered color arrangements, and woven effects
to extend visual interest. Designs such as Clock Out
evoke time spent under the shade of a palm tree.
You can almost hear the bustling of a Moroccan
market through the colorful ikat effect of Escape.
Mixture merges structure with movement through
the vibrant, kaleidoscope effect of color within
opposing twill weave squares. The rib weave
featuring chunky bouclé yarns in Momento and the
embroidered linework effect of Voyage adds softness
and warmth that layer seamlessly with Perspective’s
corresponding patterns.
All fabrics in the collection coexist in harmony with
each other and the existing portfolio of Sunbrella
fabrics to create unique points of view to showcase
distinct atmospheres and aesthetics.

Bliss
Bliss is a plain-weave fabric in a balanced chambray construction. It features a bicolored,
twisted yarn paired with solid color to create a heathered, textural grid effect on top of a colorsaturated base. A rising favorite among our textural plains fabrics, this collection introduces
two new colorways – a soothing, botanical-inspired green and a bright and fresh blue.

Bliss Breeze
48135-0016

Bliss Breeze

54" Roll

Selvedge



Bliss Aloe
48135-0017

Approximate Size Shown 8" W X 8" H (20.32cm X 20.32cm)

100% Sunbrella® Acrylic

Canvas
As a classic staple of our collections, Canvas is used as both a foundation for other fabrics to be layered
upon as well as an accent feature, such as an umbrella. Woven with our staple flat yarn, this plain fabric
offers extensive design flexibility. These four new colorways are woven in our tweed construction,
mixing two different yarn colors, resulting in a subtle pinstriped effect across the width of the fabric.

Canvas Tamale
14086-0000

Canvas Flint

54" Roll

Selvedge



Canvas Twilight
14089-0000

Canvas Flint
14090-0000

Canvas Skyline
14091-0000

Approximate Size Shown 8" W X 8" H (20.32cm X 20.32cm)

100% Sunbrella® Acrylic

Clock Out
This pattern creates the feeling of subtle, graceful movement, much like the effects of a
calm breeze rustling through the palm fronds with the sky peeking through. This two-color
graphic concept introduces a structured, yet airy component to the collection, featuring
a chambray-like weave structure and flat yarns that provide a dry, matte texture.

Clock Out Frond
146205-0001

Clock Out Cloud



Clock Out Indigo
146205-0002

Clock Out Cloud
146205-0003

Approximate Size Shown 13.5" W x 13.5" H (68.58cm x 68.58cm)

14" W x 6.67" H Repeat (35.56cm x 16.94cm)
100% Sunbrella® Acrylic 54" Roll Selvedge

Escape
Escape is a multicolored geometric jacquard inspired by the handmade textiles, rugs, and hand-painted tiles
found in a bustling Moroccan market. The ikat effect of the design gives this fabric a dynamic nature further
accentuated by the contrast of the saturated and washed blues layered on a crisp, white background.

14" W x 5.07" H Repeat (35.56cm x 12.88cm)
100% Sunbrella® Acrylic 54" Roll Selvedge



Escape Denim

Approximate Size Shown 27" W x 27" H (68.58cm x 68.58cm)

Escape Denim
146207-0001

Gateway
Gateway is a playful, asymmetrical color-block-style stripe with new colorways inspired by European
vacations. Tamale is reminiscent of the sunbaked hues paired with saturated accent colors seen while touring
Italian villages. Seaside views of Portofino are captured in Coast, which pairs a crisp white with a range of
blues. The calming collection of colors in Aloe are inspired by a morning walk through the Irish countryside.

Selvedge

Gateway Coast
14087-0000

Gateway Tamale
14088-0000



Gateway Aloe
14092-0000

Approximate Size Shown 27" W x 27" H (68.58cm x 68.58cm)

Gateway Tamale

8.87" W Repeat (22.53cm)
100% Sunbrella® Acrylic 54" Roll

Mixture
This modern mosaic merges structure with movement through the colorful fusion of a
kaleidoscope of squares, giving it a whimsical energy that is grounded by the grid-like
arrangement. The opposing twill weaves create saturated color as well as a subtle graphic on
the surface of the fabric. The scale of this pattern allows it to be used on its own or mixed with
other items, such as plains, stripes, or larger-scale patterns to create a more varied setting.
14.29" W x 9.53" H Repeat (36.3cm x 24.21cm)
100% Sunbrella® Acrylic 54" Roll Selvedge



Mixture Mirage

Approximate Size Shown 13.5" W x 13.5" H (34.29cm x 34.29cm)

Mixture Mirage
44477-0001

Momento
This highly textural, foundational textile has a channel-like ribbed surface that creates
rhythm and movement, much like the rippled effect seen in sand on the beach. Pairing
our chunky bouclé yarn with our flat yarn yields a high-low effect on the face of the fabric;
the loops of the bouclé yarn add both visual interest and a luxuriously soft hand.

Momento Snow
42105-0001

Momento Dove

54" Roll

Momento Parchment
42105-0002

Selvedge



Momento Dove
42105-0003

Approximate Size Shown 8" W X 8" H (20.32cm X 20.32cm)

0.38" W x 0.5" H Repeat (0.97cm x 1.27cm)
98.1% Sunbrella® Acrylic, 1.9% Sunbrella® Polyester

Sail Away
Inspired by vintage resort stripes seen in old family photographs, this pattern conjures memories
of simple joys from our past. The worn texture of a treasured photo is interpreted through
the use of a dry, chambray-type weave and the introduction of a slub yarn. Each colorway
captures the soft, natural patina effect of old pictures that have faded over time.

Sail Away Sunflower
40606-0001

Sail Away Aloe

54" Roll

Selvedge

Sail Away Aloe
40606-0002



Sail Away Denim
40606-0003

Sail Away Java
40606-0004

Approximate Size Shown 13.5" W x 13.5" H (34.29cm x 34.29cm)

0.71" W Repeat (1.8cm)
100% Sunbrella® Acrylic

Voyage
With its organic hourglass-like shape, Voyage is an expression of our connection with our journeys
throughout our lifetimes. As our own personal stories weave in and out, they come together to build a much
broader perspective over time. The kinetic energy seen in the flow of the pattern is further accentuated
by the yarns floating on top of the linen-like ground, resulting in an embroidered linework effect.

Voyage Indigo
146206-0001

Voyage Indigo



Voyage Tamale
146206-0002

Voyage Breeze
146206-0003

Voyage Dune
146206-0004

Approximate Size Shown 13.5" W x 13.5" H (34.29cm x 34.29cm)

9.33" W x 7.52" H Repeat (23.7cm x 19.1cm)
100% Sunbrella® Acrylic 54" Roll Selvedge

Uncompromising Strength.
Unparalleled Performance.
Most performance fabrics are simply ordinary fabrics with
a surface finish. Sunbrella’s legendary performance is more
than a fabric finish. It’s our commitment to reliability, design,
and trust, engineered into the fiber of every fabric we make.

Comfortable & Soft

Long-Lasting & Wear Resistant

Easy-to-Clean & Stain Resistant

Sunbrella fabrics prove that you
can enjoy the best of both worlds:
durability and impeccable softness.

Sunbrella fabrics guarantee against
abrasion, pilling, loss of color, and loss
of strength and will stand up to years of
normal wear, exposure, and cleaning.

Engineered to resist stains and
repel water, Sunbrella fabrics are
easy to clean with soap and water.

Fade & UV Resistant

Weather Resistant

Mold & Mildew Resistant

All Sunbrella fabrics feature stabilized
UV and color pigments to prevent
fading, damage, or deterioration.

Woven to stand up to the elements,
Sunbrella fabrics resist the damaging
effects of sun, rain, snow, and humidity.

Sunbrella fabrics resist unwanted
abrasion, pilling, loss of color, and loss
of strength and will stand up to years of
normal wear, exposure, and cleaning.

Fabrics pictured from left to right: Voyage Indigo, Sail Away Denim, Canvas Skyline,
Escape Denim, Gateway Coast, Momento Snow shown on Cast Harbor

5-Year Limited Warranty
Sunbrella Upholstery Fabrics
We stand behind our fabrics with the most comprehensive warranty in the industry
as the only performance fabric brand to guarantee against pilling and abrasion
in addition to loss of color and strength. Warranty now includes labor costs in
addition to replacement fabric. See sunbrella.com/warranty for more details.

ACT Performance Standards
Certain Sunbrella fabrics meet specific ACT Voluntary Performance
Guidelines, as indicated with the following certifications:

Abrasion – Low Traffic
15,000 double rub Wyzenbeek abrasion rating.
Abrasion – High Traffic
30,000 to 100,000 double rub Wyzenbeek abrasion rating.
Flammability
Passes California Technical Bulletin 117-2013 Section 1.
Wet & Dry Crocking
AATCC 8 with Grade 3 minimum for Wet Crocking
and Grade 4 minimum for Dry Crocking.
Colorfastness to Light
AATCC 16 Option 1 or 3 test approval and
meets Grade 4 minimum at 40 hours.
Physical Properties
Pilling – Meets ASTM D3511 (Brush Pill), Class 3 minimum;
Breaking Strength – Meets ASTM D5034 (Grab Test),
50 lbs. minimum in warp and weft;
Seam Slippage – Meets ASTM D4034,
25 lbs. minimum in warp and weft.
Fabrics pictured clockwise from top left: Gateway Aloe, Canvas Skyline, Voyage Dune,
Clock Out Cloud, Momento Snow, Momento Dove on Bliss Aloe background.

SUNBRELLA® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF GLEN RAVEN, INC.

